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Abstract- This work focus on their incorporation of into 

their data Textual documents created and distributed 

on the Internet are ever changing in various forms. In 

this paper, in order to characterize and detect 

personalized and abnormal behaviors of Internet users, 

we propose Sequential Topic Patterns and formulate 

the problem of mining User-aware Rare Sequential 

Topic Patterns in document streams on the Internet. 

They are rare on the whole but relatively frequent for 

specific users, so can be applied in many real -life 

scenarios, such as real-time monitoring on abnormal 

user behaviors. Most of the existing works are devoted 

in this topic modeling and they system evolution of 

individual topics, while sequential relations of topics in 

successive documents published by a specific user are 

ignored.  We present of a group of algorithms then to 

solve this innovative mining of problem through three 

phases these are preprocessing to extract topics and 

identify they sessions for different users, generating all 

the candidates with (expected) support values for each 

user by pattern-growth, and selecting by making user-

aware rarity analysis on derived .Experiments on both 

real and synthetic datasets show that our approach can 

indeed discover special users and interpretable  

effectively and efficiently, which significantly reflect 

users’ characteristics. 

 

Index Terms- Data mining, sequential patterns, 

document streams, rare events, pattern-growth, 

dynamic programming. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The contents of these documents generally 

concentrate on some specific topics, which reflect 

offline social events and users’ characteristics in real 

life. To mine these pieces of information, a lot of 

researches of text mining focused on extracting topics 

from document collections and document streams 

through various probabilistic topic models, such as 

classical and their extensions Taking advantage of 

these extracted topics in document streams, most of 

existing works analyzed the evolution of individual 

topics to detect and predict social events as  well as 

user behaviors. However, few researches paid 

attention to the correlations among different topics 

appearing in successive documents published by a 

specific user, so some hidden but significant 

information to reveal personalized behaviors has 

been neglected., and so forth In order to characterize 

user behaviors in published document streams, we 

study on the correlations among topics extracted from 

these documents, especially the sequential relations, 

and specify them as Sequential Topic Patterns  Each 

of them records the complete and repeated behavior 

of a user when she is publishing a series  

For a document stream, some STPs may occur 

frequently and thus reflect common behaviors of 

involved users. Beyond that, there may still exist 

some other patterns which are globally rare for the 

general population, but occur relatively often for 

some specific user or some specific group of users. 

We call them User-aware Rare STPs (URSTPs). 

Compared to frequent ones, discovering them is 

especially interesting and significant. Theoretically, it 

defines a new kind of patterns for rare event mining, 

which is able to characterize personalized and 

abnormal behaviors for special users. Practically, it 

can be applied in many real-life scenarios of user 

behavior analysis, as illustrated in the following 

example. 

Scenario 1 (Real-time monitoring on abnormal user 

behaviors). 

Recently, micro-blogs such as Twitter are attracting 

more and more attentions all over the world. Micro-

blog messages are real-time, spontaneous reports of 

what the users are feeling, thinking and doing, so 

reflect users’ characteristics and statuses. However, 

the real intentions of users for publishing these 

messages are hard to reveal directly from individual 

messages, but both content information and temporal 
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relations  of messages are required for analysis, 

especially for abnormal behaviors without prior 

knowledge. What’s more, if illegal behaviors are 

involved, detecting and monitoring them is 

particularly significant for social security 

surveillance. For example, the lottery fraud behaviors 

via Internet usually accord with the following four 

steps, which are embodied in the topics of published 

messages: (1) make award temptations; (2) diddle 

other users’ information; (3) obtain various fees by 

cheating; (4) take illegal intimidation if their requests 

are denied. STPs happen to be able to combine a 

series of inter-correlated messages,and can thus 

capture such behaviors and associated users. 

Furthermore, as long as they satisfy the properties of 

both global rareness and local frequentness. That can 

be regarded as important clues for suspicion and will 

trigger targeted investigations. Therefore, mining 

URSTPs is a good means for real-time user behavior 

monitoring on the Internet. 

It is worth noting that the ideas above are also 

applicable for another type of document streams, 

called browsed document streams, where Internet 

users behave as readers of documents instead of 

authors. In this case, STPs can characterize complete 

browsing behaviors of readers, so compared to 

statistical methods, mining URSTPs can better 

discover special interests and browsing habits of 

Internet users, and is thus capable to give effective 

and contextaware recommendation for them. While, 

this paper will concentrate on published document 

streams and leave the applications for 

recommendation to future work 

             

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Topic mining in document collections has been 

extensively studied in the literature. TopicDetection 

and Tracking (TDT) task [3], [9], [35] aimed to 

detect and track topics (events) in news streams with 

clustering-based techniques on keywords. 

Considering the co-occurrence of words and their 

semantic associations, a lot of probabilistic 

generative models for extracting topics from 

documents were also proposed, such as PLSI [15], 

LDA [7] and their extensions integrating different 

features of documents [5], [19], [24], as well as 

models for short texts [16], [34], like Twitter-LDA 

[39]. In many real applications, document collections 

generally carry temporal information and can thus be 

considered as document streams. Various dynamic 

topic modeling methods have been proposed to 

discover topics over time in document streams [6], 

[18], [33], [38], and then to predict offline social 

events [8], [11], [23]. However, these methods were 

designed to construct the evolution model of 

individual topics from a document stream, rather than 

to analyze the correlations among multiple For 

uncertain data, most of existing works studied 

frequent itemset mining in probabilistic databases [1], 

[10], but comparatively fewer researches addressed 

the problem of sequential pattern mining. Muzammal 

et al. focused on sequence-level uncertainty in 

sequential databases, and proposed methods to 

evaluate the frequency of a sequential pattern based 

on expected support, in the frame of candidate 

generate-and-test [28] or pattern-growth[26]. Since 

expected support would lose the probability 

distribution of the support, a finer measure 

frequentness probability was defined for general 

itemsets [4], [32], [37], and used in mining frequent 

sequential patterns for sequence-level and element-

level uncertain databases [20], [27], [40]. However, 

these works did not consider where the uncertain 

databases come from and how the probabilities in the 

original data are computed, so cannot be directly 

employed for our problem which takes document 

streams as input. Moreover, they also focused on 

frequent patterns and thus cannot be utilized to 

discover rare but interesting patterns associated with 

special user. 

   

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

 In this section, we give some preliminary notations, 

define several key concepts related to STPs, and 

formulate the problem of mining URSTPs to be 

handled in this paper. 

3.1 Preliminaries At first, we define documents in a 

usual way. Definition 1 (Document). A textual 

document d in a document collection D consists of a 

bag of words from a fixed vocabulary V = {w1,w2,··· 

,w|V |}. It can be represented as {c(d,w)}w∈V , 

where c(d,w) denotes the occurrence number of the 

word w in d. 

Given a document collection D and a topic number 

K, latent topics of these documents can be learnt 

through probabilistic topic models like LDA [7] and 
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Twitter-LDA [39], and comprise a set T. Each topic 

is defined as follows. Definition 2 (Topic). A 

semantically coherent topic z in the text collection D 

is represented by a probabilistic distribution of words 

in the given vocabulary V . It is denoted as 

{p(w|z)}w∈V , which satisfiesPw∈V p(w|z) = 1. In 

this way, each document can be represented by a 

probabilistic mixture (proportion) of these K 

independent topics, which form a structured topic-

level document. Definition 3 (Topic-Level 

Document). Given an original document d ∈ D and a 

topic set T, the corresponding topic-level document 

tdd is defined as a set of topicprobability pairs, in the 

form of tdd = {(z,p(z|d))}z∈T. Here, the probabilities 

are obtained through some topic model and satisfy 

Pz∈T p(z|d) = 1. The superscript d can be omitted 

when the original document is not cared. 

Actually, we can select some representative topics 

from T to approximately describe the document, 

which will be discussed in the 

preprocessingprocedure in the next section. 

3.2 Sequential Topic Patterns On the Internet, the 

documents are created and distributed in a sequential 

way and thus compose various forms of published 

document streams for specific websites. In this paper, 

we abbreviate them as document streams. Definition 

4 (Document Stream). A document stream is defined 

as a sequence DS = h(d1,u1,t1),(d2,u2,t2),··· 

,(dN,uN,tN)i, where di(i = 1,...,N) is a document 

published by user ui at time ti on a specific website, 

and ti ≤ tj for all i ≤ j. 

Usually, one user cannot write two documents 

simultaneously, so we can assume that at any time 

point, for any specific user, at most one document is 

published. Formally, if ti = tj, then ui 6= uj always 

hold. Obviously, each document stream can be 

transformed into a topic-level document stream of the 

form TDS = h(td1,u1,t1),(td2,u2,t2),··· ,(tdN,uN,tN)i, 

by extracting topics for each document according to 

Definition 3. In this paper, we pay attention to the 

correlations among successive documents published 

by the same user in a document stream. A kind of 

fundamental but important correlations is the 

sequential relation among topics of these 
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In this section, we propose a novel approach to 

mining URSTPs in document streams. The main 

processing framework for the task is shown in Fig. 2. 

It consists of three phases. At first, textual documents 

are crawled from some micro-blog sites or forums, 

and constitute a document stream as the input of our 

approach. Then, as preprocessing procedures, the 

original stream is transformed to a topiclevel 

document stream and then divided into many sessions 

to identify complete userbehaviors. Finallyand most 

importantly, we discover all the STP candidates in 

the document stream for all users, and further pick 

out significant URSTPs associated to specific users 

by user-aware rarity analysis. In order to fulfil this 

task, we design a group of algorithms. To unify the 

notations, many variables are denoted and stored in 

the key-value form. For example, User Sess   

 
Fig. 1. Processing framework of URSTP mining . 

          
Fig. 2. Workflow of URSTP mining. 

 5.1 Data Preprocessing 

 5.1.1 Topic Extraction  

In order to obtain a topic-level document stream, we 

at first employ the classical probabilistic topic models 

like LDA [7], [22] and Twitter-LDA [39] to get the 

topic proportion of each document and the word 

distribution of each learnt topic, with a predefined 

topic number K. For each document, the generated 

topic proportion may contain some topics with low 

probability. They cannot reflect the content of the 

document with high confidence, so can be excluded 

from the topic-level representation to reduce the 

complexity of later computations. To this end, we 

select some representative topics to get an 

approximate topic-level document. The input of this 

process is the topic proportion of a document d of the 

form {p(z|d)}z∈T satisfying Pz∈T p(z|d) = 1, while 

the output is a topic-level document of the form 

{(z1,p1),(z2,p2),··· ,(zK′,pK′)}. It satisfies that K′ ≤ 

K, and for all i = 1,...,K′, zi ∈ T and pi = p(zi|d) hold, 

which implies PK′ i=1 pi ≤ 1. There are two main 

selection strategies as follows. The pseudocodes are 

omitted here due to the page limit. 

 

       Fig. 3. Processing user document stream . 

 

1) Topic Probability Threshold. It selects all the 

probabilities more than or equal to a predefined 

threshold htp. Formally, for all i = 1,...,K′, pi ≥ htp 

holds, and for all z ∈ T − {z1,··· ,zK′}, p(z|d) < htp 

holds. 2) Probability Summation Threshold. After 

sorting the probability values of the K topics in the 

nonincreasing order, it selects them according to the 

order as many as possible such that their summation 

is less than or equal to a predefined threshold hps. 

Formally, PK′ i=1 pi ≤ hps holds, and for all z ∈ 

T−{z1,··· ,zK′},PK′ i=1 pi+p(z|d) > hps holds. 

 

5.1.2 Session Identification  

Since each session should contain a complete 

publishing behavior of an individual user, we need to 
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at first divide the document stream according to 

different users, which is an easy job as the author of 

each document is explicitly given in the input stream. 

The result for each user u is a subsequence of the 

topic-level document stream restricted to that user, 

i.e., TDSu = h(td1,u,t1),(td2,u,t2),··· ,(tdN,u,tN)i. 

After that, we also need to partition the subsequence 

to identify complete and repeated activities as 

consecutive and non-overlapped sessions. They 

constitute a session set Su = {s1,s2,··· ,sm} satisfying 

TDSu = s1 ◦ s2 ◦ ··· ◦ sm, where ◦ is the 

concatenation operator. 

                           

VI. EXPERIMENTS 

 

Since the problem of mining URSTPs in document 

streams proposed in this paper is innovative, there are 

no other complete and comparable approaches for 

this task as the baseline, but the effectiveness of our 

approach in discovering personalized and abnormal 

behaviors, especially the reasonability of the URSTP 

definition, needs to be practically validated. In this 

section, we conduct interesting and informative 

experiments on message streams in Twitter datasets, 

to show that most of users discovered by our 

approach are actually special in real life, and the 

mined URSTPs can indeed capture personalized and 

abnormal behaviors of Internet users in an 

understandable way. In addition, we also evaluate the 

efficiency of the approach on synthetic datasets, and 

compare the two alternative subprocedures of STP 

candidate discovery to demonstrate the tradeoff 

between accuracy and efficiency.  

 

5.1 Experimental  

Setup We collect two Twitter datasets as real 

document streams, a general dataset and a special 

sports-related dataset. To get the general dataset, we 

start from a famous user “SteveNash”, crawl 150 

latest tweets and 50 randomly selected active friends 

of him through Twitter’s Rest API, and put these 

users in a waiting queue. Here, the activeness is 

determined by the total tweet number (not less than 

150) and friend number (not less than 50). Then, this 

process is repeated for the users in the queue until 

2000 users are collected, which realizes a breadth-

first user traversal. The direct and indirect friends of 

the seed user spread over various kinds of fields, so 

the topics of these tweets are diversified. After 

removing those users with too high or too low 

publishing rates as well as very short and non-

English tweets, the dataset contains 1950 users and 

183960 tweets. The special dataset is obtained in a 

similar way, except that the seed user becomes a 

sports journalist “WojVerticalNBA”. Most of his 

friends are closely connected to sports, such as 

journalists, players and commentators. To control the 

tweet contents, we remove the users irrelevant to 

sports according to the descriptions in their profiles. 

Consequently, the topics of tweets in this dataset 

focus on sports, but the subtopics are various and 

reflect user’s characteristics and roles. The dataset 

contains 955 users and 94943 tweets . 

 

5.2 Quality of Associated Users   

At first, we check whether the mined URSTPs by our 

approach (denoted as URSTP) are really associated to 

the users with special or abnormal behaviors. 

Apparently, it is very hard to obtain the exact ground 

truth of these users for the randomly crawled 

datasets. Here, we make a reasonable assumption that 

“verified” users in Twitter are more likely to have 

special and repeated behaviors than ordinary users, so 

they can be regarded as approximate ground truth of 

special users. But for the sports -related dataset, most 

of users are verified, and the user particularity is not 

obvious in a specific field, so the test here is only 

conducted on the general dataset. In all, there are 232 

verified users (23% of the total number) by checking 

the profiles of users. As discussedabove, we mainly 

concern a smallfraction of users with topmost relative 

rarity values, so recall is insignificant, especially 

when the ground truth is approximate. Hence, we 

take precision@K as the evaluationmetrics. For 

comparison, we also consider some alternative 

methods. The first one named URSTP-L is almost 

same as our approach except that LDA in the toolkit 

MALLET [22] is used to directly extract probabilistic 

topics. In addition, as baseline methods to solve this 

innovative mining problem, special users can be 

found by computing the relative rarity of a single 

topic z for a user u, instead of an STP. The 

computational formulas are similar to Equations 3 

and 4.                          

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Mining in published document streams on the 

Internet is a significant and challenging problem. It 
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formulates a new kind of complex event patterns 

based on document topics, and has wide potential 

application scenarios, such as real-time monitoring 

on abnormal behaviors of Internet users. In this 

paper, several new concepts and the mining problem 

are formally defined, and a group of algorithms are 

designed and combined to systematically solve this 

problem. The experiments conducted on both real 

(Twitter) and synthetic datasets demonstrate that the 

proposed approach is very effective and efficient in 

discovering special users as well as interesting and 

interpretable from Internet document streams, which 

can well capture users’ personalized and abnormal 

behaviors and characteristics. As this paper puts 

forward an innovative research direction on Web data 

mining, much work can be built on it in the future. At 

first, the problem and the approach can also be 

applied in other fields and scenarios. Especially for 

browsed document streams, we can regard readers of 

documents as personalized users and make context-

aware recommendation for them. Also, we will refine 

the measures of user-aware rarity to accommodate 

different requirements, 

improve the mining algorithms mainly on the degree 

of parallelism, and study on-the-fly algorithms 

aiming at realtime document streams. Moreover, 

based on STPs, we will try to define more complex 

event patterns, such as imposing timing constraints 

on sequential topics, and design corresponding 

efficient mining algorithms. We are also interested in 

the dual problem, i.e., discovering STPs occurring 

frequently on the whole, but relatively rare for 

specific users. What’s more, we will develop some 

practical tools for reallife tasks of user behavior 

analysis on the Internet. 
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